INTRODUCTION
Around the time frame of the 1930's-1940's, certain revolutionary scientific discoveries were made
which had the potential to significantly transform the world. Some of these discoveries, like the atomic
bomb, became publicly known, but most did not. It was argued that these new technologies, which
could, for example, eliminate the need for fossil fuel and transform the world into a paradise, could also
be used to create new weapons with powers which would dwarf the atomic bomb and could easily
destroy the planet. It was concluded that the good from these new technologies could never be realized
as long as there existed people on the earth with serious disagreements because they would use the
technologies for war. Therefore, three scenarios were proposed:
Option 1
Lock up the new technologies and forget about them. The world would remain forever in an artificially
induced "dark age".
Option 2
Create a sort of "split level" world where certain "chosen people" would get to use the advanced
technologies while the "ordinary people" would be kept in an artificially maintained "dark age". This is
the present solution. An elaborate information control system of "security clearances", enforced by
complex and expensive spy network, separates the "chosen people" from the "ordinary people".
Option 3
Kill the ordinary people so that the advanced technologies could be freely used since only the "chosen
people" would remain alive. This is the proposed future "final solution". An estimated 75% - 90% of
the population would be murdered. This is considered the most economically sound solution because
the tremendous cost of the information suppression spy network would be eliminated. Also, all
problems concerning shortages of resources would be eliminated because there would now be a surplus
of resources in relation to population which would allow the surviving "chosen people" to all live a life
of luxury. The moral implications of this option are considered irrelevant.

TECHNOLOGY VS. SPIRITUALITY
High technology is not a characteristic of a Spiritually advanced civilization. For example, it is often
mentioned in Spiritual literature that great masters were illiterate. They had no need or desire to learn
any written language. A civilization where the "link with the divine", for want of a better phrase, has
remained unbroken, does not have any desire for technology because all of their needs are provided
naturally. However, when a civilization has "fallen", in a Spiritual sense, the "divine link" is lost. The
people, due to samskaras or "impressions" left over from what used to be, then are likely to seek
technology to achieve things they sense they once had. Technology can sometimes provide close
approximations, but it alone cannot restore the broken link.
Let's look at a short list of comparables between technology solutions and natural solutions:
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Technology solutions require a social structure which suppresses the desires and free will of the many so
that the few can realize their desires through using the many as their slaves. Natural solutions provide
individual freedom and independence with no need to form complex interdependent civilizations. Once
a civilization becomes established, it fears Spiritual truth because it knows such knowledge will destroy
it. Similarly, those who are Spiritually free know that the imposition of any rigid social structure will
mean the end of their Spiritual freedom. This classic conflict constantly plays out across time.

